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Hyman: The War Against Criticism

BOOKS and COMMENT
Stanley Edgar Hyman

THE WAR AGAINST
CRITICISM

T

enthusiastic partisan of modern literary
criticism _would not be apt to assign it any greater
significance than it has beeh conceded in recent attacks.
In New Mexico Quarterly, '\Tinter 1950-51, in an article entitled
"A Result of the New Criticism," Kenneth Lash, now the
editor of this magazine, charged that modem criticism was
obliterating creative writing under a baroque structure of
exegesis, was perverting its audience, misleading its creators,
and crippling the aesthetic response generally. His article was
widely acclaimed, by J. Donald Adams among others, and
received the almost unprecedented honor of being reprinted
in another quarterly, Wake, with a note saying that it represented "the critical editorial stand of Wake." Randall Jarrell,
a poet and one of the sharpest critics of poetry we have, published an eloquent complaint, "The ~ge of Criticism," in
Partisan Review, March-April 1952. In it he insisted, among
other things, that the quarterlies print too much criticism,
that much of it is "almost autonomous"-that is, autotelicthat our critics overestimate their importance in relation to
artists, and that in practice our criticism has terrorized writers,
kidnapped readers, and done a good bit in helping to kill poetry.
Jarrell's article was hedged with reservations and apologies,
and it was always inconclusive about whether it was criticism
itself or merely the practices of certain ·bad critics he was
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attacking, but its deeper motivation has only emerged since,
in a series of critical paeans to poets like \Vhitman and Frost,
suggesting that Jarrell aims at no less than a fundamental
revision of our literary rankings, and that his quarrel with
criticism involves a comprehensive attempt to undo the revolution in taste Eliot inaugurated. Lash's article was much more
explicit about its motivation, in its plea for poetry freed fron'J.
"the ghost oE that patient old phrase polisher, Pope" and the
"decadence" and "dry intellect" of Donne and the Metaphysicals, and its fiction not "written after the manner of the
French dissectionists, e.g., Proust, the analyzer; Celine, the
self-revelator." Thus Jarrell and Lash do not necessarily want
literary criticism to be ineffectual; another sort of criticism,
favoring another sort of writing, might be welcome, no matter
how powerful or popular it was.
~fany of the charges Lash and Jarrell make against our
criticism, or some of it, are unanswerable. Lash says it is dark,
airless, and dishonest; that it makes cold, dead, and profitless
reading, and certainly much of it is all that. Jarrell says reasonably enough that it is always or usually wrong about contemporary writing, that it deals almost entirely with the few
writers currently fashionable, and that little of it is a joy to
read. He amplifies:
It is not only bad or mediocre, it is dull; it is, often, an astonishingly graceless, joyless, humorless, long-winded, niggling, blinkered,
methodical, self-important, cliche-ridden, prestige-obsessed, almost
autonomous criticism.

I would nevertheless submit that most of the charges Lash and
Jarrell make, beyond these obvious truths about bad and mediocre critics (who are and always will be in the majority),
depend on some halE-dozen unstated assumptions-which they
share in varying proportions-about the nature and function
of literary criticism, and that these assumptions, openly stated,
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appear to be either legitimately debatable or patently false.
I will tentatively state them here:
1. A It our various critics can be lumped together as The New
Criticism. Lash speaks of "the basic'agreement among ~he critics
(agreement in approach, which outweighs diversity of method
and connects seemingly disparate conclusions}." Jarrell, by refusing to name any name except Kenneth Burke's, creates an indiscriminate lump.
2. Criticism is not itself art, but is something opposed to it.
Jarrell hedges on this before the end of his piece, acknowledging
that "pieces of criticism are frequently, though nOt necessarily,
works of art of an odd anomalous kind." Lash is insistent on the
basic distinction between "the analytic and descriptive methods
of science," which includes criticism, and "the intuitive matter
of art."
3. Critical w.riting is not the autotelic activity the old phrase
"literary essay" would suggest, but something secondary and subservient to other writing. Its role, they seem to agree, consists in
helping the reader to understand, appreciate"and discriminate;
helping the writer to write better and finding him an audience.
"It seems to me," Lash writes, "that when criticism, properly an
adjunct to art, attempts a competing role, the art scene grows
grotesque." "Criticism does exist, doesn't it," Jarrell asks rhetorically, "for the sake of the plays and stories and poems it criticizes?" Jarrell advises the critic in conclusion "Remember that
you can never be more than the staircase to the monument, the
guide to the gallery, the telescope through which the children
see the stars."
4. Criticism's proper role is evaluation, not analysis. Jarrell
describes it typically as "the thoughtful and disinterested judgment of a reader." Lash calls for "appreciations" rather than "critiques," and mocks "the cryptographer's approach" that pursues
"meaning with a capital M."
5. Criticism has determined the mind of our age, particularly
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its writing and reading habits. Lash shows us how it has cowed
our writers into conformity with its ideals of overtextual poetry
and fragmentary, morbid fiction, fostered "the scientific spirit at
the expense of the aesthetic vision," caused our "split of mind
and feeling," and somehow driven "spirit" itself into a corner.
Jarrell blames criticism for diminishing the production of good
art, for making writers afraid to risk stories or poems, for creating an age he alternately calls Alexandrian and The Middle Ages,
in which only a few books and many scholiasts on them are the
sum of knowledge; for producing students and teachers who
don't read anything, particularly poetry; and for producing a
relativism of meaning where, like conductors, the critics give you
thei·r Lear.
6. The rational intelligence kills appreciation. "A being, not
a brain," Jarrell remarks. "The mind is no match for art," Lash
says, conjuring up "the new critic blinking out at us" from behind "the gray latticework of the brain." He further quotes with
approval \Vilde's epigram "There are two ways of disliking art:
one is to dislike it; the other is to like it rationally."
I would submit that of these six assumptions, numbers 1, 5,
and 6 are patently false (number 5 would in fact seem to elect
the critic God) , and numbers 2, 3, and 4 are clearly debatable.
Having debated them at some length in a book I once wrote on
the subject, 1 can see no reason for discussing them here, except
to note that they would probably receive less overwhelming assent, stated baldly as propositions, than did the articles of which
they are the theoretical underpinnings.
My purpose in repeating some of the general charges I
believe are made erroneously against modem criticism is to
leave the field clear for a discussion of the specific faults and
bad practice in so many of our critics, which seem to me to
invite such attacks as Lash's and Jarrell's, and furnish the
attackers with so much handy ammunition. The real war
against criticism comes not from its opponents, but from its
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shabby and incompetent practitioners, who seem, on the evidence of eleven recent volumes selected at random,l four of
them fat anthologies, to be legion. The failings spread out
over these five thousand pages of critical prose (some of them
double-column) can only be briefly suggested, and only the
barest minimum of examples can be adduced, but anyone
reading the stuff in bulk can readily compile his own bestiary.
Whatever can be said about our criticism, no one can deny
our bad critics.
1\1 uch of our criticism flees its primary function, the specific
study of works of literature, to take refuge in general or theoretical statements. This is particularly noticeable in two of
the anthologies, Charles 1. Glicksberg's A merican Literary Criticism 19°0-195° and 'Valter Jackson Bate's Criticism: The Major
Texts. The titles of the essays in the Glicksberg book are reveal·
ing: "Literature and Art," "The New Criticism," "Aesthetic
Criticism," "Criterion," "Method," "Creative Criticism," "Literature and Revolution," "The Present Function of Criticism,"
etc. No poem is printed until page 531, when Cleanth Brooks
prints Donne's "The Canonization" and brings the whole
topheavy edifice tumbling down. Bate is even worse, since
his anthology begins, not with Huneker, but with Aristotle,
and includes, along the way, the authors of all the great readings.
'Vherever possible, however, Bate chooses a general statement,
preferably one of philosophic interest, rather than the analysis
of a work. Nothing pleases him more, for example, than finding
Coleridge anticipating "the great modern metaphysician, 'Vhitehead," and he complains unhappily of Sainte-Beuve that "he
does not discuss, as fully as certain other major critics, the
general aims of literature or even the general problems of
literary history and technique. Instead, he concentrates on
particular writers."
If scholasticism is one of our critics' faults, nowhere is it better
1

See bibliography.
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illustrated than in Critics and Criticism: Ancient and l\lode.rn,
edited by R. S. Crane, an enormous compendium of the work of
the Neo-Aristotelian "Chicago school." Most readers of the literary quarterlies are relatively unfamiliar with this criticism,
which tends to be published in such periodicals as Ethics, Nlodern
Philology, Classical Philology, Speculum, and The Jour:zal of
General Education, and coming upon it suddenly is rather like
finding an overlooked Brontosaurus in the back yard. The Chicago critics-Crane, \V. R. Keast, Richard McKeon, Norman
Maclean, Elder Olson, and Bernard \Veinberg-are excellent in
exposing the monistic reductions of other contemporary schools
of criticism, useful in scholarly analysis of earlier criticism, at
least stimulating in theorizing about what should be done, and
thin or worse when they risk a few literary analyses of their own.
In theory, they argue a fine multiplicity, but they keep forgetting
about it in practice. Thus Crane concedes peaceably in his introduction that "as employed by writers like T. S. Eliot, F. R. Leavis,
Allen Tate, R. P. Blackmur, or Kenneth Burke, these other methods have produced in our day much fine criticism," but is soon
whipping into Empson's "masterpiece of critical irresponsibility"; Olson argues for a "pluralism" that somehow does not include Robert Penn \Varren's "chimerical" interpretations; however charitably they start it is not long before reeking corpses
strew the field.
The Chicago mob is at least as efficiently organized into specialties as Murder Incorporated was: McKeon, whose learned and
bristling "The Philosophic Bases of Criticism" is the most impressive single essay in the book, is their Greek and r\Iedieval
man; \Veinberg handles the Renaissance; Olson, who contributes
a charming Platonic dialogue on Symbolism, is their literary philosopher and logician; Crane specializes in English literature;
and Maclean and Keast do odd jobs, driving the hot formulations
or wielding the icepick on critics of Shakespeare whom Professor
Stoll has fingered. The approach they agree on and prefer not to
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call "Neo-Aristotelian" (and I quote rather than risk a paraphrase after Crane's introductory list of all the absurdities the
group has been credited with believing) is described by Crane as
the study of "the internal causes of poems, viewed as artistic products, in analytical separation from the activities that caused
them," and later as the induction of formal principles from "concrete poetic wholes of various kinds." McKeon defines it as the
study of literature "in terms of its medium, the forms which are
suited for expression in that medium, and the manner of such
expression." In any definition, it is a criticism of forms and their
unique principles, and as such, seems obviously better suited to
dealing with Castelvetro than to dealing with Squire \Vestern.
Any method as absorbed in polemic and disputation as this can
give only remnants of its time to concrete poetic wholes-by
which I mean poems, whatever they may mean-and it smells, perhaps more than any other contemporary criticism, of a very smoky
lamp.
D. S. Savage's aptly-entitled The lVithered Branch, published
in England several years ago and just issued here, represents perhaps the only vice still pretty rare in our criticism, a really objectionable fanaticism. Savage sees himself as a new Tolstoy writing
Bethink Yourselves!, and in this capacity he hacks aWay at six
novelists-Joyce, Forster, Heming"way, Huxley, Virginia \Voolf,
and Margiad Evans-to demonstrate their various "slaveries"
without faith. "Truth is an absolute" and he has it; "religion is
the very heart of culture" and "all significant modem literature
is scriptural in character"; all in all these poor pagan novelists
take quite a beating. All this with a humorless egomania, of
which the following is a typical passage:
It will perhaps seem strange that I should use the word "sympathetic"
in connection with studies which will appear severe and even harsh,
but that word nevertheless expresses my primary approach, and I use
it to indicate that, doubtless with many failures, I stand not in an exterior but in an interior relation to the writers with whose work I
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deal. In the greater number of cases I had submitted myself more or
less passively and at random to their influence over a long period of
time before finding it necessary to my own development to separate
myself from them in order to relate their work with increasing strictness to my own apprehension of truth. To the charge of a destructive
negativeness, therefore, which may be brought against my treatment
of them, I would reply that the severity towards a particular attitude or idea expressed must be considered in some degree as severity
towards that part of myself which inclines or has inclined to the same
direction. But in a time of general laxness, severity is its own justification.
It would not be unfair even to Yvor Winters, I think, to say that
we have had nothing quite like this in America since the days of
the New l'.fasses hatchet-men in the Thirties, and that we are very
well off without it.
One of the worst failings of much of our criticism, even some of
the best of it, is a simple absence of discrimination, an unsureness of taste. Thus Glicksberg characteristically chooses the poorest of all the l\larxist critics, Calvenon, for his special approbation; F. O. Matthiessen, whose welcome posthumous collection of
essays and reviews, The Responsibilities of the Critic, includes a
brilliant demolition of Calverton written as early as 1933, himself thought Lewis Mumford's l\lelville pretty wonderful when it
appeared, and kept insisting that Karl Shapiro was just about the
best young poet we had. Geoffrey Tillotson, in his otherwise admirable Criticism and the Nineteenth Century, argues that a few

lines of blank verse translation of The Iliad done by Tennyson represent "the highest pitch to which human words have
climbed," and that "Homer could not get so high because he had
not read the books Tennyson had read" and lacked a telescope.
Babette Deutsch's Poetry in Our Time shows that the widest possible reading of a body of verse is not necessarily accompanied by
any insight whatsoever: she cannot tell Kipling's epitaphs from
The Greek Anthology; she loves the grotesque pairings that have
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always paralyzed discrimination ("Wyatt and Surrey, Wordsworth and Coleridge, Keats and Shelley, and, in our own time,
Pound and Eliot") ; she finds the poetry of Leonie Adams and
Elder Olson "singularly close" in structure and texture; she rates
MacNeice's "Prayer Before Birth" (surely one of the most embarrassing poems this talented man ever wrote) as comparable to
George Herbert; and she classes Shapiro's \Vhitman-and-barleywater "A Cut Flower" with Rilke.
The proportion of tedium, as Lash and Jarrell suggest, is remarkably high in these volumes of criticism. The Glicksberg and
Bate anthologies are dull because they contain the same. old
eternally-anthologized selections: "Tradition and the Individual
Talent," "A Critic's Job \of \Vork," "The Poetic Principle,"
"'Vhat Is a Classic?" Bate, in fact, is a young fogy, and his book,
which takes criticism from Aristotle to Edmund \Vilson's "Is
Verse a Dying Technique" (the other living critics represented
are Eliot and Richards), is a textbook for the sort of course a
teacher should be shot for giving in 1953, and which I hope they
are not still giving at Harvard. The Chicago book is dull because
the style of discourse is antiquated and the learning is worn pon. derously, and Savage is dull because his mind is so uninteresting.
Miss Deutsch, however, has developed a special technique for
tedium: she quotes a few lines of a poem, then fills in with her
own unrewarding paraphrase, then quotes a few more lines. It is
like watching an attractive scene through a freight train, catching
periodic glimpses of it between the heavy cars.
Much of the writing in these books, simply as prose, is terrible.
Glicksberg has the style of bad political oratory, of which the following is a fair example:
Thus, criticism does not proceed in a vacuum but takes its rise and develops its significant stresses and patterns within a socia-historical matrix; it has a past, but though it is steadied and in part propelled by a
vital, ongoing tradition it is also pushed toward the future by unsettling forces of change.
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He also has a tin ear, using pat descriptions as though they were
titles ("Howells, in 1900 still dean of American letters") and
hopping from cliche to cliche without ever setting foot on the living language ("The post-war years were marked by a tendency to
wipe our hands of the unholy mess and allow Europe to stew in
its own juice") . How can anyone seriously set up as a critic of
critics and write prose like "Huneker was constantly under the
spur of journalistic necessity, compelled to turn out reams of copy
for the printer's devil"? Throw the sentence "He has lived in
England since 1914" into the Glicksberg hopper and it comes out
"From 1914 up to the present time he has been living in England." Savage is, if that is conceivable, worse, with the muddiest
jargon I know in critical writing. Here is a sample:
It is exactly as though an emotional fixation, impressed on the mind
by a certain original pattern of experience as the mind moved outward centrifugally to life, has determined, after a period of immobility, not a development, but an inward, centripetal, recapitulative
movement, in which the accidentals become intrinsic; the negatives
positive: the mechanical and outward the organic and inward.
Exactly. Miss Deutsch does not write badly so much as cutely. She
seems to have a reluctance to call anyone by his honest name. Consequently Chaucer is "the medieval statesman," Thoreau is "another perceptive New England farmer" (in the bean line, probably!) and "the hermit of 'VaIden," 'Vhitman is "the good grey
poet," \Vordsworth is "the sage of Grasmere," Joyce is "the Irish
exile," Herbert is "the churchman," and Dylan Thomas is, so
help us, "that other burly Christian."
'Vhere the writing is not bad, it is frequently obtrusive. Donat
O'Donnell's l\faria Cross, an extremely impressive study of what
the subtitle calls "Imaginative Patterns in a Group of Modern
Catholic \Vriters," is marred by whoops of wild apocalyptic rhetoric, like the asides on our 1984 future with which he several times
interrupts a fine study of Graham Greene, or such disproportionate metaphors as "that greasy pack of cards, our vocabulary." Til-
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lotson is even more the prisoner of a metaphoric style. He writes
of Arnold:
Some of the many fields he entered he entered over the hedge. But the
critic of his earnest theological jollifications who has authority must
enter those fields through the gate, and also enjoy the sight of the hay
that Arnold made in them.
Tillotson's hungry sheep not only look up, they are given the
fragrant steams of cooking. \Vhen he uses a metaphor, saying for
example that Pater "could only have stuck to his love for the
minor tones of Renaissance pictures as a man sticks to a woman
who has deceived him," he must immediately amplify: "that is
cynically and with what strong-minded pleasures come from the
complexities of lost innocence." As for his interpolated poem
"Homage to Tennyson, 1940," with its

o laureate rare, they wrong you much
Who say your sweet is syrup, dub
Your furnaced silver sillabub,
Your samite sticky to the touch.
one can only hope it is some curious and ambiguous joke.
If Tillotson hu(.ts his criticism by versifying it, Miss Deutsch
maims hers by not quite versifying it. Ernest \Valsh's poems are
"like whole fruits in brandy," written in "words as keen as cognac." Cummings deals with "the exalte slobber of a drunk," :\Iallarme's allusions are "as frail as tulle," me conflict in Hopkins'
poems is "as naked as the meeting of wrestlers or lovers," and
Hart Crane "appears to have climbed, perilously, on the wings of
wine and music, to tumble like a repetitious Icarus from his uncertain regions of cloud."
Bad writing is, more often than not, the proper garnish for
sloppy thinking. Glicksberg defines Eliot's objective correlative
so badly-"the group of obj,-cts or events which have the power of
evoking a particular emotion"-that he clearly doesn't understand it, and his suggestion that Burke's method of analysis in
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Permanence and Change is derived from The Meaning of Meaning argues that he has never quite comprehended what either
Richards or Burke is up to. Savage is so innocent of logic that he
sets out to prove the slightness of Virginia Woolfs fictional talents, assumes that if they had not been slight she would have continued writing conventional novels, demonstrates that she did not
so continue, and takes his bow. At the margins, sloppy thinking
shades into straight ignorance. Miss Deutsch believes that Housman's models were not Classical, but Heine, Shakespeare, and the
ballads, a proposition she sensibly does not attempt to demonstrate by quotation; she credits Yeats with fostering Pound's
"antidemocratic bias," rather than the reverse; and she assumes
that because Pound was inclined to fancy up Li Po in a poem as
"Rihoku" he must read Japanese. Savage gets a story about as
handily as Leonard Lyons does, and the fine anecdote about Carlyle's comment on Margaret Fuller emerges as:
"Young man, you'd better," said Carlyle grimly to the fledgeling who
largely informed him: "I accept the universe."
~ven

J. Isaacs, whose The Backg.round of Modern Poetry shows
that he knows everything there is to know about the subject, including how many poets (1,000) published how many volumes of
verse (over 2,000) between 1912 and 1922 and whether T. S.
Eliot has ever looked a rat in the eye (he has not, he told Isaacs) ,
reveals the curious delusion that Harriet Monroe was a man.
Inevitably, of course, there is bad reading. Savage reads Hemingway with such scrupulous idiocy as to tell us that the work of
this writer, who has been probably more obsessed with codes and
values than any novelist since James, epitomizes the vanishing "of
all the inward values"; that Hemingway's eloquent and moving
prose is "a curt, unemotional, factual style"; and that in discussing these matters there is no need to consider that "chaotic lesser
novel" The Sun A Lso Rises. l\liss Deutsch reads "The \Vindhover" in a fashion that reduces the poem to gibberish; tortures
Dylan Thomas' "A Refusal to Mourn" until she has the poet ap-
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proving the child's death, since she will thus never experience
"the meanness of life"; and thinks that the vertical and horizontal
men we are exhorted to honor and cherish respectively in Auden's epigraph are "obviously" the living and the dead (ah, those
naked wrestlersl) .
There are certain unmistakable touchstones of inadequate
reading that appear in our criticism again and again. One of
them, which we would think no longer remotely possible after
the publication of Stephen. Hero, is the equation of Stephen Dedalus and James Joyce. Yet hert is Mark Schorer in John W. Aldridge's Critiques and Essays on Modern Fiction I920-I95I, in a
piece written in 1948, writing "Stephen-Joyce" and treating Stephen's melodramatic slogans at the end of the Portrait as though
they were Joyce's literary plans. Here is Savage, in his book written about the same time, arguing that the novel "is always autobiographical in its origins" (a statement which is either absurd,
or true of ,everything) and thus inevitably giving us "StephenJoyce" again, to the point of entirely missing t)ie parody in Stephen's stage of moony romanticism and his t{rrible fin-de-siecle
r
poetry. Another touchstone of poor reading is the conventional
v,ew that The IVaste Land, if not all of Eliot, contrasts the squalors of the present with the splendors of the p~st (a view which is
specifically contradicted by the poem itself, by its notes, by such
other ironic poems as "Burbank with a Baedeker," and by much
of Eliot's prose) . None of this deters 'Miss Deutsch from sailing
off calmly into a reading where "the inhabitants of the modem
\Vaste Land ... caricature the tragic passions of antiquity." As for
"Sweeney Among the Nightingales," in it, "as in so many other
poems, Eliot seems to be exalting the past and sn~ering at the
present." (It would be interesting to know what she thinks the
nightingale droppings on Agamemnon are. Sequins?)
Readings may and should greatly differ, but at some point they
have to meet the words of the text-Aldridge, in a characteristic
pomposity, says our critics are "in the most rewarding proximity"
to meaning-and do justice to tht:m. Failures to appreciate cer-
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tain writers are a much more subjective business, and here the
critic of his peers would do well to be somewhat tentative. I can
only say that from my own bias, Philip Rahv's inability to appreciate Melville in "The Cult of Experience in American \Vriting,"
reprinted in the Aldridge anthology, is shocking, and that calling
him and Hawthorne" 'romancers' rather than novelists," talking
of "the unutterable confusion" in some of his narratives, and listing the "defects" of !'tloby-Dick, are statements about Rahv's
qualifications, not Melville's. Blackmur seems unaccountably
blind to the genius of Robert Lowell, Isaacs writes a book about
modern poetry that never gets around to mentioning Yeats until
the last page, and Aldridge, whose anthology is the one original
and useful textbook of the ones here considered, finds room for
some of the most ineffable garbage ever collected, but none for
critiques and essays on modem fiction by Burke, Troy, or Pound.
Savage, as a natural spokesman for fanaticism, is at least a consistent critic of the other polar failing of our criticism, its lukewarmness. In an omnibus attack, in the notes to his book. on
Schorer for writing something, Robert Stallman for commending
it, and Cleanth Brooks for concurring, Savage writes: "But all
that has in reality happened is that the academic mind has caught
up with the earlier writings of Richards and Eliot and is engaged
in consolidating and systematizing some of their ideas at secondhand, and with its customary bleak rigidity." This, fot Savage,
seems unusually fair and apt, but may be only a bigotry easier to
share. The most depressing feature of our criticism. next to its
fashionable epigones in the quarterlies, is its genteel converts in
the academies, who are in one day and out the next, sometimes
blowing hot, sometimes cold. most of the time tepid. Thus Schorer is able to write the marvelous account oE Jane Austen's commercial metaphors in "Fiction and the 'Analogical Matrix'"
printed in the Aldridge anthology, and write a foreword to the
same volume in which the first page tells us what Eliot, Tate,
\Voolf, Frank, and Trilling have to say on the subject of fiction.
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squeezing out such clouds of ink that we never do find out what
Schorer has to say on the subject.
Glicksberg's introduction agrees with Trilling's own recent
tone in placing Lionel Trilling "virtually ... at the head of the
critical brotherhood in this country," and Aldridge's anthology
represents Trilling twice (an honor also accorded Schorer and
few others). One essay is a give-and-take obituary on Sherwood
Anderson, the other a series of whopping generalizations about
fiction ("and indeed no great novel exists which does not have
the joke [the derangement of social classl at its very heart," "It is
possible to say that the Cromwellian revolution appears in every
English novel") which suddenly goes on to a hard-headed and
brilliant defense of Freud's tragic insight-a theory "to diminish man's pride"-against the nibblings of the be-glad-you'reneurotic revisionists. In the same anthology, Stallman labors
, mightily to crush Stephen Crane under a giant compost heap of
otner writers' names, and concludes the book with an invaluable
IClbor of love, his bibliographies of the modern criticism of fiction. \Vith such epigones as Richard Chase, who appears in the
Aldridge book double-columning the imagery of Ll~ht in August
along early Wilson Knight lines, but whose chief critical activity
seems to be muddying the waters of mythological criticism, or
Irving Howe, the latest and shrillest of the political hatchet men,
the broad highway has turned into a squirrel trac;k ~nd climbed a
tree.
books make it obvious that much is wrong with our
criticism, they show, too. how much is right with it. The cogent
arguments in H. L. Mencken's "Footnote on Criticism," reprinted in the Glicksberg anthology, are more impressive for having
been written thirty years ago: that criticism "is a fine art. or nothing," that it is a world away from reviewing, and that the critic's
motive is "the motive of the artist," which is "no less than the
simple desire to function freely and beautifully." Glicksberg's
IF ;r HE S E
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choices also serve to remind us how fine and exciting a critic like
Paul Elmer More could be in his "Demon of the Absolute," even
when, by our standards, he is dead wrong. If we are indebted to
Aldridge for nothing else, we should be grateful to him for printing two first-rate essays by MoTton Dauwen Zabel, "Joseph Conrad: Chance and Recognition" and "Graham Greene." Zabel is
surely one of the half-dozen best critics of literature in America,
as well as one of our finest editors and anthologists, and he is far
too little known and regarded, compared to sayan international
idol like Leavis, whose Conrad study in Aldridge's book could
not play in the same league with Zabel's essay.
Then there is R. P. Blackmur, whose Language as Gesture includes twenty-one essays "in the craft and elucidation of modern
poetry," some of the famous pieces from The Double Agent and
The Expense of Greatness, as well as eight new ones. I have already expressed, in another place and at some length, my extreme
regard for Blackmur's talents, and need only say here that his style
has gotten crankier, more repetitious, and more self-indulgent
than ever; that at $5.75, without index or any apparatus, his book
is criminally overpriced; and that it is nevertheless a monument
in the history of modern letters, and that no one who doesn't rush
out to buy it at that wicked price is seriously interested in either
poetry or that critical reading "which is long reading and hard
reading." The two scholars in the lot, Tillotson, who calls himself
an historical critic, and Isaacs, who calls himself a literary historian, suggest how much liveliness modern literary criticism has introduced into contemporary scholarship, and how affectionately
the two now cohabit. It is a joy to see Isaacs, whose predecessor in
the Chair of English Language and Litera.ture at an English university a generation ago would have heard of no American poet
since James Russell Lowell, recognizing Wallace Stevens and
John Crowe Ransom for the major poets they are. And, of course,
there is Kenneth Burke, represented in these volumes only by a
bit from Counter-Statement (finally, at this writing back in
print) , but his influence is pervasive, marking every critic we
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have, and marking the best of them, as Blackmur's title essay
shows, the most.
Among the younger men, or those who have published less,
there are similar signs of health and hope. O'Donnell's book
shows the fine integration (the good side of the eclecticism coin)
that can draw on Freud, Marx, Empson, and Blackmur with
equal ease, while keeping all his own balance and originality.
Reuben Arthur Brower's The Fields of Light, published in 1951
and already reviewed in this magazine,2 was a display of reading
in terms of designs of imaginative organization (that is, gestalt
criticism) with consummate "tact" (Brower's key word) and
rare success. Francis Fergusson's long-delayed first book, The Idea
of a Theatre, appeared in 1949 to show us what a real Aristotelian
criticism of dramatic literature would look like. In England, John
Speirs has been leavening Scrutiny with a series of studies of English medieval literature from the ritual viewpoint that are triumphs of insight and originality, and in this country C. L. Barber
'published a brilliant essay in The Sewanee Review on the saturnalian aspects of Shakespearean comedy, two dovetailing efforts
in an area of criticism still almost entirely unexplored. \Ve can
look forward to volumes of criticism from Barber and from the
pioneer in the ritual analysis of literature, \Villiam Troy; from
a number of the promising young critics, too many to name, including among them some of the best young poets and fiction
writers we have. If Lash and Jarrell think this has been an age of
criticism, they had better watch out for the next.
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